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Our 17th Season bringing live classical music to the Santa Maria Valley

The final concert of the 2017 features some of the

most beloved orchestral works in classical music:

Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings, Beethoven’s

Symphony No. 5, and Brahms’ Variations on a

Theme by Haydn. The Adagio, originally the slow

movement of a string quartet that Barber wrote while

still a student at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia, is

famous for never leaving a dry eye in the house. The

Fifth Symphony premiered in 1808 and the

symphonic repertoire has never been the same since;

the “fate knocking at the door” motif of the first

movement is probably the most famous theme in all

of music. And our last B, our beloved Johannes

Brahms, who can be a tad dark and dour, is at his

sunshiny best in his enormous set of orchestral

variations built around a hymn-like melody that may

or may not be by Haydn, which of course does not

matter because this piece is all Brahms.

A Bold Finale for a 
Beautiful Season

SAVE THE DATE of Monday, June 12, 2017, 

for the Annual Meeting of the members of the Santa 

Maria Philharmonic Society.  You will be briefed on 

the highlights of  the 2016-17 Season and provided 

more information about our plans for 2017-18 with 

Maestro Nowak.  The Annual Meeting is an 

evening of good food and good music and  good 

news about the Philharmonic! 
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Returning on February 25th to the regular venue of

Grace Baptist Church, Maestro Nowak produced an all-

Mozart program that traversed compositions from

Mozart’s childhood through youth to near the end of his

life. Santa Maria Sun Managing Editor Joe Payne

summed up the evening perfectly in his review:

Photos by Andrea de Anda 

Enjoying the 

pre-concert 

talk by Dr. 

Ann Lucas 

Violin soloist Brynn Albanese 

mesmorizes the audience with 

her performance of Mozart’s 

Violin Concerto No. 5

Receiving a well-deserved ovation from the audience

“I have a personal pet peeve of

classical music that is played

too slowly, like it’s a dusty old

piece of machinery taken off a

museum stand and tested out

or demonstrated. Nowak more

than met my expectations with

how he conducted the

orchestra for the concerto—

with excitement and jubilance.

He really has a knack for

conducting an orchestra for a

soloist as well, and the

Philharmonic’s players were

with him every step of the

way.”

“The second half of the evening

was the illustrious “Symphony

No. 40 in G-Minor, K. 550,”

which has been employed in

innumerable films and other

projects. Number 40 is the

middle child of Mozart’s last

three symphonies, and one of

only two minor-key symphonies

he ever composed. It’s a fully

realized Mozart, a few years

from his death, perhaps

approaching the late period we

will never know. Hearing this

beloved piece rendered so

perfectly by the Santa Maria

Philharmonic Orchestra and

Maestro Nowak was a potent

reminder that Mozart matters.”
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The popular Rendezvous series, which

brings music into more intimidate

settings and helps fund Philharmonic

programming resumes this Spring with

two fabulous events.

On Sunday, May 7th, at the Moxie

Café, join Ynana Rose (vocals, guitar)

and her band mates Kenny Blackwell

(mandolin, guitar) and BanjerDan (Dan

Mazer - banjo, dobro) for a late afternoon

of music, wine and light bites. Ynana

Rose sings, writes and performs with a

passion to connect people through music

and will perform her style of acoustic

Americana blended with folk, bluegrass,

country, jazz and more. Ynana wrote her

first song at the age of 37, which opened

up a world of creative passion. She says,

“Songs are like puzzles of the heart that I

have to solve in order to sleep well at

night. I find myself writing about

longing, dying, faith, perseverance, love,
everyday tragedies and miracles.

Songwriting keeps me honest, staying

true to the emotion and structure of the

song. Music invites an eternity of pursuit,

and I feel blessed to be able to go

chasing it down.”

A different experience awaits on

Sunday, June 4th, when you can enjoy an

afternoon of chamber music, fine wine

from Cambria Winery and light bites

from the Jaffa Café at a beautiful home

in Orcutt. The Philharmonic Players -

Maestro Michael Nowak, viola, Emily

Lanzone, violin, Hilary Clark, cello and

Carol Houchens, flute - will beguile us

with their virtuosic musicianship as they

perform WFE Bach’s Trio for Flute,

Violin, and Viola, Mozart’s Flute Quartet

in C Major K285b and Beethoven’s

String Trio Op. 3 in E flat. This special

event is limited to 40 guests. Tickets for

both are available on the website.
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www.santamariaphilharmonic.org

To Join, to Donate, to Buy 
Tickets, or for Information

PO Box 375 

Santa Maria, CA 93456-0375

Messages: 805-925-0412 

E-mail us:  info@santamariaphilharmonic.org

Santa Maria Philharmonic Society

President’s Letter 

With appreciation,  

Jed Beebe

PUT MUSIC IN THE HANDS
OF OUR CHILDREN

Music Van volunteers love seeing the children’s 
excitement as they learn about the instruments 
of  the orchestra.  Musical background is not 
required!  We visit schools mornings in April, 
May and part of  June. You can come out to 

help as often or as little as is convenient.

Call:  (805) 925 0412 or e-mail:
info@santamariaphilharmonic.org

Greetings from your Santa Maria Philharmonic Board. We are very excited to

approach the final concert of the 2016-17 season and the great program designed and

conducted by Maestro Nowak. It is always a treat to hear Beethoven's 5th - with perhaps

the most recognizable opening in all of music. Brahms' Variations on a Theme by

Haydn is a great piece as well, and the Adagio for Strings by Barber is tremendously

powerful. It is quite a thrill to hear such wonderful music performed live. We are really

hoping that this concert will be particularly well-attended so that it serves as a grand

finale to this season and fosters the hunger for more that will be needed to move us on

to next season. This Newsletter highlights two upcoming Rendezvous Series events that

you won't want to miss. Look for those. We are also in that time of year when the ever-

faithful Diane Borad-Mirken co-ordinates the Music Van volunteers who bring

instruments to school classrooms to introduce students to the instruments of the

orchestra and help inspire, hopefully, a new generation of musicians and music-

lovers. Diane is always in need of help - on any basis it can be offered with no musical

expertise required. Consider sharing in the joy of being a music van volunteer! Thank

you for your support and see you at the Concert.

Jed Beebe,

Board President 
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